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The latest edition of this small dictionary offers the most accurate and up-to-date coverage of

essential, everyday vocabulary with over 90,000 words, phrases, and definitions based on evidence

from the Oxford English Corpus, a unique databank comprising hundreds of millions of words of

English. Definitions are easy to understand, given in a clear, simple style, and avoiding technical

language. Access our free dictionary service Oxford Dictionaries Online at oxforddictionaries.com.
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I've sought out several pocket-sized dictionaries recently and this one seems to be the best of the

bunch. With the other dictionaries, there were more missing words(and some were relatively

common too).One thing I liked about this dictionary is that the definitions are simple to understand

without any fancy vocabulary; with some other dictionaries, the definition contains words that you

need to look up in order to understand.Another nice thing about this dictionary is that there is a

small box under certain words(after the definition) which gives further clarification as to its

usage(i.e., whether the word could be "offensive" or a common mistake with spelling, etc.).Granted

this is a pocket dictionary and will not contain all the vocabulary of a full-sized one, but it still lacked

a few words that aren't too uncommon(but as I've said earlier, not as bad as the other brands).And

the binding on this dictionary feels a bit shabby. But overall this is still a solid choice among

pocket/mini dictionaries and of course the "Oxford" name is renowned in the world of dictionaries.

Oxford Mini is smaller in size. That does not make it worse. See a side-by-side definition:Define



Bluff (Oxford Mini): v. try to make someone believe that you know or will do something. n. 1 an act

of bluffing. 2. a steep cliff. adj. frank and direct.Define Bluff (Little Oxford): noun. a pretence that you

know or can do something when this is not true. verb. pretend in this way. "call someone's bluff"

challenge someone to do something, in the belief that they will not be able to. Bluff 2 adjective. frank

and direct in a good-natured way.Conclusion: The Mini has shorter and more efficient definitions. Its

smaller size is the result of better definitions and using the least amount of space.

Sturdy and perfectly sized dictionary from the " gold standard" of dictionary publishers. Personally,

I'd much rather have the 22 (or so) volume complete unabridged OED, but it's a horror to lift, plus

you'd need a small trailer attached to a John Deere tractor to take it with you, thus confirming your

status as the neighborhood lunatic.

a lot smaller than I expected, making it fatter as well, but works great. I through it in my backpack

and use it for my college classes

Beautiful and perfect

The Dictionary is too small in size and in volume. There were no information/description, no amount

of words in dictionary on  site.

Very nice dictionary, just the size I was looking for. Can take it with me everywhere I go.

Received in good condition. Super
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